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We consider an analytic approach to the elucidation of the role played by Coulomb interaction in 
the formation of the spectrum and angular distributions of the electrons produced by above- 
threshold ionization of the atoms. Our approach is based on allowance for the multiple scattering 
of a photoelectron by the Coulomb potential of the residual ion, with pickup of a field photon in 
each scattering act. We determine the dependence of the photoelectron energy spectrum on the 
intensity and frequency ofa laser wave. Criteria are established for the applicability of the 
proposed theory, and the possibility of verifying it in experiment is analyzed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Above-threshold ionization (ATI) of atoms in strong 
laser fields has been diligently studied in the past few years 
both experimentally and theoretically (see the reviews, Refs. 
1 and 2). Above-threshold maxima in the photoelectron 
spectra appear in laser-field spectra of intensity I >  1012 W/ 
cm2. The amplitudes of these peaks first increase rapidly 
from the threshold, reach a maximum whose position de- 
pends on the intensity and frequency of the employed wave, 

on allowance for multiple scattering of the photoelectron by 
the Coulomb potential of the residual ion, with pickup of one 
field quantum in each scattering act. We determine the de- 
pendence of the energy spectrum of the photoelectrons on 
the intensity and frequency of a laser wave. Criteria are es- 
tablished for the validity of the proposed model of multiple 
Coulomb scattering (MCS), and the possibility of its experi- 
mental verification are analyzed. 

and the decrease slowly. 
A number of attempts34 were made to describe the AT1 2. BASIC EQUATIONS 

effect theoretically. Of greatest interest in this connection is We describe the interaction of an electron with an elec- 

a trend based on determining the role of Coulomb interac- tromagnetic wave by the operator ( f i  = c = ) 

tion between a photoelectron in the continuum and the ionic k(t) = erE(t), 
(or atomic) residue. In particular, in Ref. 2 was considered 

( 1 )  

the matrix element for an ( n  + 1)-photon transition from where E( t )  is the wave's electric-field intensity (we confine 
the ground state of an atom into a continuum, with an elec- ourselves below to a linearly polarized monochromatic wave 
tron energy with a polarization unit vector e oriented along the polar axis 

(E ,  is the ground-state energy, tiw is the photon energy). 
This matrix element was estimated using a quasiclassical ap- 
proximation of the electron wave functions, with allowance 
for the Coulomb interaction. The result was the dependence 
of the laser-wave intensity I o n  the frequency o in the proba- 
bilities of transitions with pickup of (n + 1) and n photons 
become equalized (I,, - This approach, however, 
provided no interpretation of the photoelectron energy spec- 
trum. 

From the standpoint of describing the AT1 effects, in- 
terest attaches also to Refs. 7 and 8, in which the residual 
part of the Coulomb interaction of a photoelectron with the 
residual ion is accounted for by simply supplanting the plane 
wave exp(ip.r) in the Volkov solution of the Schrodinger 
equation by a properly asymptotic Coulomb wave function. 

The spectrum of the photoelectrons and their angular 
distribution were interpreted for the hydrogen atom at fixed 
laser parameters by numerically solving the nonstationary 
Schrodinger equation.' 

We consider in this paper an analytic elucidation of the 
role played by Coulomb interaction in a photoelectron + 
ion system in the formation of the spectrum and of the angu- 
lar distribution of the photoelectrons resulting from multi- 
photon above-threshold ionization of an atom (hydrogen is 
considered for the sake of argument). The approach is based 

z (e=e,) .  
The Coulomb interaction in a photoelectron + ion sys- 

tem is treated as a perturbation in the iteration of the ampli- 
tude of the transition from the initial near-threshold state to 
the final highly-excited state of the photoelectron in the con- 
tinuum. The basis function is the solution Y, (r,t) of the 
nonstationary Schrodinger equation with account taken of 
the interaction ( 1 ) (the Keldysh method9). The nonrenor- 
malized particle momentum p of the expression for the psi- 
function is given by 

fi = p - (eE,,/w)e,sin wt,  

where e is the unit charge, Eo is the amplitude of the electric 
field intensity, and o is the wave frequency. 

Strictly speaking, the use of the functions of Ref. 9 to 
describe the states of an electron in a field of an ion core is not 
quite valid near the atom ionization threshold (E, <a). If 
e2/fiv% 1 ( v  is the photoelectron velocity) it is more correct 
to use the quasiclassical functions derived in Ref. 10. The use 
of these functions, however, does not change in essence the 
main results of the present paper, but complicates consider- 
ably the formal description of the problem. We therefore 
develop an interaction procedure for the transition ampli- 
tude using the functions of Ref. 9. The justification for this 
approach is that the ensuing results are applicable and are of 
practical interest for the above-threshold maxima of photo- 
electrons with large n % 1, for which 
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This makes the use of the functions of Ref. 9 valid (here 
Ry = m,e4/2fi2 = 13.6 eV). 

The amplitude of a process with direct ionization of the 
atom [intermediate state q, (r,t)] and subsequent scatter- 
ing of the photoelectron in the continuum by the Coulomb 
potential of the residual ion [final state q,. (r,t) are de- 
scribed by the expression 

x exp(i[(ap, - ep)tl - e(p' - P)Eo 
cos ot'l )Ap(tl), (2) 

mew2 

in which the initial amplitude A, ( t )  is given by the equation9 

The following notation was used in (2) and (3) : p and 
E~ are the momentum and energy of the electron as the wave 
field is adiabatically switched off, Vis the normalization vol- 
ume of the functions q, (r,t); 

are dimensionless parameters contained in the phase of the 
basis functions and indicative of the intensity of the electron- 
wave interaction in accordance with the operator (1); 
fi = l/w is the wavelength of the light; 8 is the angle between 
the vector E (the z axis) and the direction of the electron 
momentum p; no = (lo/o + 1) is the minimum number of 
field quanta needed to ionize the atom (assumed even to be 
specific); the symbol (x) denotes the integer part of the 
number x; 

of additional n quanta results from n-fold successive scatter- 
ing of the photoelectron (Fig. la);  b) n photons are picked 
up as a result of one act of photoelectron scattering by an ion 
(Fig. lb).  

If the photoelectron scattering by the residual ion is 
accompanied by absorption of an arbitrary number n of ad- 
ditional photons, the calculation of the integrals in (2)  leads 
to the following result: 

112 
2i 

A (t) = - , Z ' ~ W  
P" k=O 

x [COS f3,cos 8 + sin 0,sin 8 cos(p, - p)] , I -' (4)  

where the angles On,  q,, and 8, q, determine respectively the 
directions of the photoelectron momenta p, and p after and 
before the scattering; n = 1, 2, 3, ... . Equation (4)  was de- 
rived using the pole approximation in the composite matrix 
element: * (x) -i?r6(x). 

The validity of the pole approximation in the problem 
of two-photon ionization of an atom with highly excited lev- 
els, when o > IE, I, was discussed in Refs. 2 and 1 1, where it 
was shown that at sufficiently large k and small w the pre- 
dominant contribution to the amplitude is made by the pole 
term. There are grounds for hoping that as the number of the 
quanta in the process increases the pole term will assume a 
greater role in the transition amplitude, since terms contain- 
ing 6-functions make contributions of alternating sign to the 
amplitude. 

Further integration in (4)  over the azimuthal angle q, of 
the electron's intermediate state yields the equation 

is the binding energy of the electron in the ground state of the x[*(cpn - E - nw)exp[i(c - E - no - A)t] 
P" 

atom with allowance for the average vibrational energy of 
X 

the electron in the wave field; E = now - jo is the excess of 
the energy of no quanta over the ionization threshold; Jn is a J a ( z l ~  cos 8) J, [ z l ( ~ c o s  8, - -coo 8)l 

Bessel function; *(x) = 9 / x  + i r6(x);  the parameter 0 

/2 =: + 0 corresponds to adiabatic switch-on of the wave at x [a 10 + E/O - ( 2 ~ / w ) c o s ( 8 ,  - 8)]-112 
p, t -  - 03;  a, is the first Bohr orbit of hydrogen. 

The photoelectron accumulates energy after ionization x [e /w + c/o - ( 2 ~ / w ) c o s ( € J n  + 8)l -'l2sin @dB. 
p. of the atom through scattering of the residual ion in the Cou- 

lomb field. Two alternatives are possible here: a )  absorption ( 5 )  

f 
FIG. 1. The vertex represented as a triangle with a wavy line 
corresponds to the interaction between an electron and the wave 
field, leading to direct ionization from the ground state 0 to the 
intermediate state pof the continuous spectrum. The vertex rep- 

I .- 1 -_ ! - . . . .* resented as a broken line with a dot describes the interaction - 
10) P 

between a photoelectron in the continuum and the Coulomb 
P PI P2 p. P" field of the residual ion. The double line with an arrow revre- 

sents the state of a photoelectron in the continuous spect;um 
b arising in the wave field (the Keldysh method). 
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This equation is the basis of all the following calculation 
and has been derived under the most general assumptions 
concerning the problem parameters. Further analysis of the 
expressions is possible in the following limiting cases: a )  a 
weak field, when the parameters z<z'& 1 (applicability of 
perturbation theory with respect to the interaction of the 
electron with the wave field, in the sense of Ref. 9);  b )  strong 
field, when z '>z-  1, and the no-quantum energy does not 
exceed greatly the ionization threshold, E < w. We analyze 
hereafter the case of strong field, which is of interest for 
above-threshold ionization of atoms. In such fields, 
(2' > Z- 1 ) , in the threshold region when the parameter 
zlJE/W can be regarded as small, z'G < 1, Eq. (5)  can be 
greatly simplified. Retaining in the sum over k the principal 
term with k = 0 and putting E Z  nu, we obtain after integrat- 
ing in (5)  

where, recall, n can be arbitrary: n = 1, 2, 3, ... . 
We turn now to the alternative variant of the cascade 

process, when the specified number n of additional quanta is 
the result of n successive scatterings of the photoelectron in 
the Coulomb field of the residual ion (Fig. la) .  Under the 
most general assumptions concerning the parameters of the 
problem, the amplitude of such a transition of an electron to 
the final state satisfies the recurrence relation - 
Apa(l) = [(Ry rpn-l)112/oln6(r P, - r - nw) 

J, IZ'(&~- cos 9, - cos 9,- !)I P.-8 

where 2," (8, ) denotes the factor 

in the expression for the amplitude 2," ( t )  (the amplitude of 
the transition to the energy surface); 8, and 0, _ , are the 
angles between the electric field E of the wave and the vec- 
tors p, and p, - , , respectively; the number n can take on the 
values 2,3,4, ....; the amplitude for n = 1 is given directly by 
the general equation ( 6 ) .  

Note that expression (7)  is the result of summation of 
graphs of a definite type, shown in Fig. la. The restriction to 
graphs of just this type presupposes satisfaction of a definite 
condition imposed on the parameters z' and n, namely: 
z' < 2f i  (herez' > 1 ). Strictly speaking, in the calculation of 
the amplitude Alp,, ( t )  account must be taken of the possible 
processes involving absorption and emission in intermediate 

states of arbitrary numbers of photons, which lead in the 
long run to the same finite states of the photoelectron as the 
processes shown in Fig. la. As shown in Appendix 111, if the 
inequality z' < 2 6  holds, allowance for graphs with transfer 
of an arbitrary number of photons in a single scattering act 
necessitates relatively small corrections to the transition am- 
plitude 2," ( t )  [Eq. (7)  ]. 

In expanded form, the expression for the amplitude 2," 
( t )  is (we have confined ourselves here to the case ztJE/W 
< 1 for arbitrary z' > 1 ) 

x [(n - I)!] '12nd(r - no) e x p [ i ( e  7 n o  - A)t] 
P" P" 

A sin 9,-1J1 [z f (6cos  9, - ~ C O S  9,-1)] 
- 

XJ [(2n - 1) - Z ~ ) C O S ( B ,  - 9,,-,)l1l2 0 

n 

.. .J sin O I J 1  [z l (acos €J2 - aces el)] 

0 
[3 - 2\/Tcos(g2 - el)] 'I2 

The general structure of (8)  leads to a recurrence rela- 
tion for the form factor that depends on the direction of the 
momentum p, of the photoelectron in the final state, relative 
to the electric field-intensity vector E: 

sin 9,-1J1 [ z 1 6 T ( d n l ( n  - 1)cos 8, - cos j - ancos(gn - 9n-1)~l12~1 - a,cos(*,, + 9n-1)~1/2 

where a,  = 24-/(2n - I ) ,  F,(8,) = J l (z f  cos 8 , ) .  
In accordance with (8 ), the function F, (0, ) deter- 

mines the spectral-angular distribution density of the inten- 
sity of the photoelectrons produced as a result of above- 
threshold ionization of the atoms (in the conventional 
units) : 

The expression for the form factor F, (8, ) for 8, = 0 
or P (the angles corresponding to electrons emitted in the 
direction of the electric field of the wave) is derived in Ap- 
pendix I. Substituting Eq. (12) in ( 10) we obtain 

Recall that Eq. ( 1 1 ) was derived for z' 5 2 6 ,  and that 
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given z' this condition determines the minimum value of the 
above-threshold maximum n,,, = ( ( ~ ' / 2 ) ~  + I) ,  starting 
with which Eq. ( 11 ) is valid. 

It is of interest to compare the heights of neighboring 
above-threshold maxima in the electron-energy distribution 
as a function of the number n of peaks and of the intensity I 
of the wave field. For sufficiently large n) 1 it follows from 
( 11 ), accurate to a numerical factor of order unity, that 

Analysis of ( 12) shows readily that, starting with the 
minimum number n,,, (for a given z') and up to numbers n 
satisfying the condition n<n',,,, where 

the heights of the above-threshold maxima increases wtih 
increase of n. The succeeding increase of n to n > n,,, is 
accompanied by a monotonic and rather slow decrease of the 
heights of the maxima. When the radiation intensity I in- 
creases, the locations of the highest peaks shift nonlinearly 
towards larger n, i.e., into the region of higher photoelectron 
energies corresponding to a plateau of the spectral distribu- 
tion. The inversion of the heights of the above-threshold 
maxima, noted in the field of a high-intensity wave, has been 
well investigated experimentally and is discussed, for exam- 
ple in the reviews by Eberly et al.' and F e d ~ r o v . ~  

Of fundamental importance for the here-discussed 
mechanism for the onset of above-threshold multiphoton 
ionization of atoms by a strong field is the question of the 
relative values of the amplitudes given by Eqs. (6)  and (8).  
Cancelling the common factors in these expressions, we ob- 
tain 

A - (~y/w)("- ')/~ [(n - I)!] ll'~,(O,). 
P" 

Assuming the condition 1 <z' < fi to be satisfied and using 
the asymptotic representation of high-order Bessel func- 
tions, we obtain, accurate to a numerical factor of order uni- 
ty, 

An easily analyzed form of the coefficient A, containing ' 

the dependence on n explicitly, is 

where Ei(x) is the integral exponential function.12 
Substituting ( 16) in ( 15) we obtain for the amplitude 

ratio 

Numerical calculations for the real parameters of our 
problem, +h = 1.17 eV; A = 1064 nm; E, = 1.10' V/cm 
(I= 1.1. lOI3 W/cm2);z'z3.1; zz0.61 indicate that, start- 
ing with n 5 no = 12 and all the way to n R n,,, the ratio 
( 17) remains larger than unity. Subsequently, for n > n,,,, 
the growth of the absolute value of the photoelectron mo- 

mentum increase in the act of Coulomb scattering by an ion, 
the amplitude A,, begins to predominate over i,,. This, 
however, takes place in the region of small absolute heights 
of the above-threshold peaks. 

From the standpoint of the theoretical interpretation of 
AT1 effects, it is also of importance to compare the Coulomb 
amplitude A,, with the amplitude A if' obtained for direct 
photoionization of the atom in the framework of the Kel- 
dysh method. The ratio of these amplitudes is 

where ii = no + n determines the total number of absorbed 
quanta needed to reach a maximum numbered n: 

Assuming the factor w / ( ~ R y )  'I2 z 1 and Jo(z) 1, we ob- 
tain from ( 18 ) 

As follows from (19), this relation is less than unity 
already starting with n zn,. For peaks with numbers n 4 no it 
decreases with increase of n like - (n/no) - "lJ2.  

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

It follows from the foregoing that the proposed model 
of multiple Coulomb scattering (MCS) of an electron by a 
residual ion describes the main distinguishing features of the 
AT1 of atoms. 

1. An explanation is given of the photoelectron spectral 
distribution as a function of the intensity and frequency of 
the field of a linearly polarized laser wave. The heights of the 
AT1 peaks increase with increase of n to a value n,,, given 
by Eq. ( 14), and then decreases slowly with increase of n. 

2. The value of n,,, has a nonlinear dependence on the 
frequency w and on the wave-field intensity I .  

3. The angular distribution of the photoelectrons is al- 
most isotropic if n is small. In the limit of large n 4 l the 
angular width of the peaks near O z 0  (or T )  becomes small: 
SO, - l/n (see Appendix 11). 

4. At low field intensities, when z' 5 (w/Ry) 'I2, the ab- 
solute peak height is small in proportion to the factor ( z ' )~"  
and decreases monotonically starting with the lowest n. 

5. It follows from ( 12) that for fixed n the ratio of the 
amplitudes of two neighboring maxima have the following 
dependence on the intensity and wavelength of the radiation: 

This dependence does not contradict the results of the nu- 
merical calculation for the hydrogen atom1 and the result 
( -IA ''I3) of the quasiclassical e~t imate .~  

6. In our case of positive-ion AT1 the maximum in the 
distribution of the heights of the AT1 peaks is reached at 
larger values of n,,, than for a neutral atom (at fixed param- 
eters of the laser wave). In this case n,,, is proportional to 
the charge of the ion. This theoretical result makes possible 
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an experimental verification of the MCS model proposed in 
the present paper. 

Strictly speaking, the expressions obtained in this paper 
are valid for hydrogen or a hydrogenlike ion. For multielec- 
tron atoms, the Coulomb interaction of a photoelectron with 
a residual ion is generally not describable by the simple - 1/ 
r law. It seems to us, however, that the qualitative conclu- 
sions remain in force. 

Note also that interaction between the electron and the 
wave field was chosen here of the form ( 1 ). Our main result 
[Eqs. ( 12) and ( 13 ) 1, however, does not depend on the cali- 
bration of the interaction. 

We conclude by thanking F. Faisal, K. Monzhevskii, 
and M. V. Fedorov for a discussion of the results. 

APPENDIX l 

We return to the calculation of the form factor F, (8, ), 
noting that it is a function symmetric about 8, = a/2. In the 
analysis that follows we confine ourselves to large numbers 
n $. 1 (for lower numbers n of above-threshold maxima it is 
impossible to determine (9)  analytically in general form, 
and numerical evaluations of the integrals is sufficient 
there). A distinguishing feature of the integrand of (9) is 
that for n B 1 the function [ 1 - a ,  cos(8, - 0, - , ) 1 
changes radically in the vicinity of the angles 8, - , =en, 
and the characteristic width of the change region is he=: 1/ 
n. The remaining functions in the integrand are more contin- 
uous functions of the angle 8, - , in the entire integration 
region 0 ~ 8 ,  - , <a.  The question of the angular width of the 
form-factor F, (8, ) is not trivial and calls for a separate 
consideration (see Appendix 11). 

Attention is called to the particularity of the angle 
8, = 0 and a ,  corresponding to photoelectron momentum 
direction along the electric field intensity in the wave. In 
fact, for 8, = a/2 and n 9 1 the integrand of (9) has no poles 
at all. For arbitrary 8, - 1 the ensuing smallness of the de- 
nominator, of order l/n, is offset to a considerable degree by 
the smallness of the Bessel function J, -zf/fi. On the other 
hand if 8 = 0 (or a) a factor 1/( 1 f a, cos 8, - , ) appears 
in the integrand of (9) ,  and integration gives at the lower 
(upper) limit, in view of the poles, a logarithmic large value - Iln( 1 - a, ) I--ln(8n2). As a result, the recurrence rela- 
tion (9) takes, for example in the direction of the angle. 

8, = 0, the form 

z' 
= 2n1/2(2n - ))1/2 ln(4n)Fn-1(0). (11) 

Extending Eq. ( I  1 ) to include all the values of n, we 
obtain for the form factor in the direction of the angle 8, = 0 

APPENDIX II 

Let us estimate the angular width of the form factor 
F, (8, ) near the angle 8, = 0, using the expansion 

The derivatives follow from (9)  and are given by 

Jl [z1-(dnl(n - 1)cos 8 - cos @')I 
do'; 

[l - ancos(8 - B')] 'I2 [I - a,cos(@ + 8')] 

It is easily seen that the derivative dF, /dB 1, = , = 0 and 
the characteristic angular width of the form factor is esti- 
mated at 

Calculation of the derivatives leads to the expression 

I 
where J ;  corresponds to the first derivative of a Bessel func- result the value of 68, is given, accurate to small terms of 
tion with respect to its argument, taken at 8 = 0; we denote order l/n, by 
by I,, I,, and1, the integrals 

JI 32 

sin 8 sin3@ 
I2 = [ ( 1  - o,,cos 813 

dB, 
0 

(114) 
sin 8 cos 8 

I3 = [ (1 - ancos 8)' 
dB. 

From (115) follows (if z' < 2 6 )  the estimate 68, - 1/ 

APPENDIX Ill 

Calculation of these integrals shows that the second and Using Eq. (8),  we compare in lowest order in the Cou- 
third terms in the denominator of (113) cancel out, and as a lomb interaction of a photoelectron with a residual ion, the 
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f i T 7 These amplitudes correspond to the graphs of Fig. 2. 
I I I I The numbers of photons picked up by an electron in an 
) IS@ 4 ( s - 2 ) o  V @  V m  immediate state of amplitude 2 ;: + , can be arbitrary: s = 3, 
I 
I .  - 1 . I  .. 4, ..., but must satisfy the conditions < n. Using the estimates 

P. P, Pn+z Pn PI p,+z obtained in Appendix I for the standard integral in the form 

b 
factor (9 ) ,  we get 

a 

FIG. 2. The symbols are the same as in Fig. 1. 

(1113) 
amplitudes of two processes that lead to the same final state 
of the electron: [in the derivation of (1113) we used for high-order Bessel 

functions an asymptotic representation valid if the inequali- 
2") - (n + s)lI2 ty z' < 2 f i  and the condition s < n are valid]. 
P,,, (2n + s + 2)(2n + s) 

It follows from (1113) that for z' < 2f i  and for arbi- 

sin 02s-2 [.'flS ( - cos O s ) ]  trary s the amplitude 2 ;:+ , is small compared with 2 i: + , 

x i  and decreases rapidly with increase of s. 
dos * 

o 1 - 2d(n + 2)(n - s) 
2 n + s + 2  cos es 

sin ( \1? - cos en)]  'J. H. Eberly, J. Javanainen, and K. Rzazewsky, Phys. Reports 204,333 
(1991). 

rn cos en 
0 ( 'M. V. Fedorov, Electron in a Strong Optical Field [in Russian], Nauka 

0 1 - (1991). 
2n + s 'I. Yu. Kiyan and V. P. Krainov, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 96, 1606 (1969) 

n + 1 ) l I 2  [Sov. Phys. JETP 69,909 (1989)l. 

2?+z -(2n(+ 3)(2n + 1) 4N. B. Delone and M. V. Fedorov, Progr. Quant. Electr. 13,267 ( 1969). 
5Z. Deng and J. H. Eberly, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 2,486 (1985). 
'H. Reiss, ibid. B 4, 726 ( 1987). 

sin el J ,  ( ds - cos e l ) ]  
'R. Shakeshaft and R. M. Potvliege, Phys. Rev. A 36,547 ( 1987). 

x i  'S. Basile, F. Trombetta, G. Ferrante, R. Burlon, and C. Leone, ibid. A 

dB1 
37, 1050 (1988). 

24(n + 2)(n + 1) 9L. V. Keldysh, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 47, 1945 (1964) [Sov. Phys. JETP 
0 1 - COS 8, 20, 1307 (1947)l. 

2n + 3 
''1. Ya. Bersons. ibid. 80. 1727 ( 1981 ) 153. 891 ( 1981 ) 1. 
''A. ~bramowitz and 1.'M. stlgun, Sndbook if ~a;hematical Func- 

sin enJ1 (4% - cos On)] tions, Dcver, 1964. 
''Y. Gontier, N. K. Rahman, and M. Trahin, Europhys. Lett. 5, 595 

d e n .  (1112) (1988). 
0 1 - * cos en 

Translated by J. G. Adashko 
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